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NEWS INSIDE 
THIS ISSUE:

Well, we’ve made it to the end of 2020. If you look
back at the last nine months it may have felt like nine
years. As with any type of market there are winners
and losers. If you owned a grocery store, or leased to a
pharmacy, or owned a business that services the
delivery of packages/distribution, or a medical facility,

A Word From Our Chairman

mini storage or apartments, you probably did okay. However, if you
owned retail, office, hospitality or any other asset that was locked down
by the pandemic, then you are probably not as lucky as others. However,
2021 looks encouraging as the vaccines roll out and government
officials relax the restrictions. I believe that will start happening by
around May, so hold on - there is still a bit of a rough ride ahead. After
45 years in the real estate ownership and brokerage business, I feel very
certain that “this too shall pass”. Interest rates will most likely be
hovering where they are today for at least the next three years or so,
businesses will open up, and we will be watching baseball games again
this coming summer - hopefully in person. God willing, even “Top Gun
2” will be showing in a theater near you. We will recover and be
stronger for it, that is just the way it has been since I started in 1975 by
buying my first fourplex in L.A. County. Someday, what happened to us
in 2020 will be one of the war stories you will tell your grandchildren.
You will smile, with a gleam in your eye, proud to tell them you
survived and thrived.

Happy Holidays everyone, and stay strong!
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“As we enter 2021, SperryCGA is 
positioned to deliver high quality 
commercial real estate brokerage 
across our expanding platform…”

While still in the works, I am excited to be able to
announce early next year the addition of Sperry RE
Capital. This will provide debt placement and
refinancing opportunities for our clients across our
global network.

This global network will become a reality in 2021 with
the opening of our first international SperryCGA
affiliate office. This will be in Mexico City, and through a
planned strategic overseas partnership we will see
substantial growth in international markets through
2025 (more on that coming soon).

Domestically, we are expanding our U.S footprint with
new high-quality affiliates in diverse markets across the
country.

As we enter 2021, SperryCGA is positioned to deliver
high quality commercial real estate brokerage services
across our expanding platform, no matter where our
clients are situated and their business takes them.

Despite the numerous challenges of 2020, we have
adapted, grown and overcome obstacles affecting each
of us, down to our daily lives. We are stronger and
better placed than ever before to deliver on our
promise to serve each of our clients and each of our
affiliates.

I wish our SperryCGA family, clients and friends a safe
and enjoyable holiday season in this most unique of
times, and I look forward to our journey together in
2021 as we push new boundaries towards a new
horizon.
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2020, what a year! A year full of unexpected
challenges and individual setbacks, and above all, a
call for resilience and adaptation; a coming together
of people from all walks of life, working together to
solve problems and move forward. This is at the
very core of human nature, to advance, to make
strides forward, and there are no steps forward as
large as those fueled by challenge. This is the story
of us all.

2020 threw everything it had at us, but almost nine
months after COVID-19 resulted in the first pandemic
lockdown here in the U.S, the first vaccines are ready
for distribution in both the U.S. and the U.K.

At SperryCGA, we have taken our own enormous
strides forward. As we enter 2021, we are at a point in
our growth where the upswing in our brand
recognition will take on new heights.

We are 55 affiliate offices strong today, no small feat
for a company where our first affiliate joined us in
2016, just 4 short years ago. Each month our
expanding affiliate network grows, empowering
independently owned and operated businesses and
living up to our mission “to be the leading commercial
real estate provider on a global scale.”

2021 will see the addition of new ancillary business
services added to our existing line up of Sperry
Equities and SperryNNN.

Mark Hinkins, CCIM, FRICS
President
Sperry Commercial Global Affiliates
mark.hinkins@sperrycga.com
925.878.5176

2021, A NEW HORIZON
by: MARK HINKINS, CCIM, FRICS

PRESIDENT  



To say that this has been a challenging year for
Commercial Real Estate Owners would be a dramatic
understatement. To say that next year will be better is
like hoping for a miracle. Right now, businesses have
been propped up by government subsidies, bailouts
and a sheer will to survive. The Political, Social, and
Economic climate of 2020 has been the perfect storm
battering what was the Titanic of economic conditions
prior to the Pandemic. All of the positive economic
records were broken prior to COVID-19 hitting, and now
economic history is being rewritten thanks to the
world’s reaction. Whether you are in favor of the lock
downs or not, you cannot ignore the massive negative
ripple effect they will have on generations to come.

The good news for brokers is that we make money
when the market is going up and when the market is
going down, but have a hard time making money when
the market is in equilibrium. The better news is that
during this time of confusion, interest rates remain low
and there are very strong convictions by owners on
both sides of the glass is half-empty/half-full
philosophy. As long as buyers and sellers aren’t on the
same page, there is opportunity to generate sales
activity. For me, the glass is half-empty but I’m a
distressed property buyer. Find me a motivated seller
who believes the sky is falling and I’m certain we’ll
make a deal.

I predict a minimum of a 20% reduction in occupancy
across all product types except Industrial and
Multifamily over the next 12-24 months. Retail will likely
be the hardest hit as internet-resistant businesses (nail
salons, fitness uses, restaurants, theaters, etc.) struggle
to generate business. Non-internet-resistant businesses
(clothing stores, electronics stores, dry goods and
shopping malls) will likely struggle even more as the
population has now been forced to buy online due to
COVID-19 restrictions.

With these accelerating internet sales, retailers are
going to need to make quicker adjustments and I see
more bankruptcies on the horizon. Grocery-anchored
retail is the only retail product I’d look at right now
unless I was getting major distressed pricing.

Vertical Office/General Office will be the next hardest
hit from the effects of the COVID shut downs. Now
more than ever, companies are adopting stay at home
policies and many are exercising options to downsize
with no short-term concern for work at home
inefficiencies. Personal interaction has been taken over
by Zoom, creating fatigue and a less than pleasant
work environment even if you can stay in your pajamas
all day long. I do believe this will pass but it will take 3-
5 years to cycle through it. In the meantime, rents will
fall, occupancies will drop and underwriting will be
very challenging. Single story office product may
benefit in the short term as we are seeing companies
fleeing buildings with elevators and tighter corridors
for more open floor plans with parking on the ground
floor.
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...cont'd on page 4

AN INVESTOR’S VIEW -
STATE OF THE CRE MARKET
by: BURTON YOUNG

SPERRY EQUITIES, PRESIDENT

“The Political, Social, and 
Economic climate of 2020 
has been the perfect storm 

battering what was the 
Titanic of economic… ”



Apartments could have issues if the unemployment
rate climbs as businesses downsize and/or go out of
business. This too will happen to government agencies
whose tax base disintegrates along with businesses
and jobs. The government can’t force landlords not to
evict forever, and in 2021 I believe there will be a
reckoning as the PPM money runs out or is not
reinstated.

The biggest irony here is that the government we have
just elected may enact policy which is highly unlikely to
improve a struggling economy.

If I were buying real estate, I believe the safest product
right now is Industrial. Sadly, everyone knows it and the
pricing is reflecting it. CAP rates for quality industrial
are in the 3%-4% range, unheard of in years past. Our
portfolio of industrial is 100% occupied with a waiting
list and 100% collections. They can’t build medium or
big box industrial fast enough to keep up with demand.
This will eventually change, but not in the foreseeable
future.

If you think this article is confusing, wait until you talk
to a lender. They are having the hardest time figuring
out how to make deals and underwrite loans. Right
now, the most emphasis is being put on lending to
good operators; that is experienced owners with long
track records during recessionary times. This bodes
well for Sperry Equities but no loan is easy today.
Things are changing at a faster pace than ever before.
Yes, we’re back to those good old times when you
need to work twice as hard for less money. Let’s hope
this country can get over itself, pull together, and
maintain its world domination.

My money is on America!!

...cont'd from page 3
An Investor’s View – State of the CRE Market

Burton Young, 
President
Sperry Equities
burton.young@sperrycga.com
949.705.5000
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$2,9 95,000
FOR S ALE!

1771 S STATE ROAD 7
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33317

THE BOAT CENTER

$2,550,000
FOR S ALE!

4815 COASTAL HWY. 98, 
CRAWFORDVILLE, FL

STOW AWAY MARINE
& STORAGE

$3 ,9 50,000
FOR S ALE

4401 DAVIE BLVD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33317 

REDEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNITY

$1 ,6 20,000
FOR S ALE!

167 ORCHARD LANE SOUTH, 
MADISON, MS 

+/-10,000 SF 
OFFICE BUILDING 

$745,000
FOR S ALE!

66 E MERRITT AVENUE, 
MERRITT ISLAND, FL

COMMUNITY CENTER 

S UB JECT TO 
OFFER!

480 QUADRANGLE 
& 

270 REMINGTON,
BOLINGBROOK, IL

CREEKSIDE
CORPORATE CENTER

$21 1 , 0 0 0-$279, 00 0
F O R  S A L E  O R  L E A S E !

2508 FM 1825,
PFLUGERVILLE, TX 78660

STOW AWAY MARINE 
& STORAGE

$3 ,250,000
FOR S ALE!

205 FENCL LANE,
HILLSIDE, IL 

+/-41,794 SF 
INDUSTRAIL BUILDING 

1033 FLORIDA AVENUE, 
RICKLEDGE, FL

+/-7,258 SF
MEDICAL OFFICE

$6 9 5,000
FOR S ALE

J U S T  L I S T E D !

7581 WARNER AVENUE, 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 

THE DUKE APARTMENTS

https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/M7R1s1phcUHNimrR4mSKWnxi
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/2W9WGanNNu5XaHXzvnBLBqL4
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/K9opPTtCZH8YYZGmg3JDwFrR
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/GE46AUupvVayENFHhbeQYiQW
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/6iUCuqYCavHqLKC1F9KvgWrK
https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/LfVShTAfviqh4bxDjifYZtFU
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$1 ,750,000
CLOS ED 

AUCTION!

720 N STATE ROAD 7
PLANTATION, FL 33317 

AMERICAN CAR CENTER

$5,250,000
FOR S ALE

2301 W INDIAN SCHOOL RD
PHOENIX, AZ 85015 

+/- 60,000 SF RETAIL / 
INDUSTRIAL BLDG

$9 00,000
JUS T L IS TED!

KRIEGER DRIVE, 
TRAFELERS REST, SC

LAND DEVELOPMENT

$2,1 50,000
FOR S ALE

212 & 226 EAST CLIFTON 
AVENUE, ANAHEIM, CA

TWO CONDOMINIUM 
4-PLEX

$ 1 , 3 0 0 , 0 0 0
F O R  S A L E

U.S. ROUTE 17, FR EAST, 
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29577

+/-2.54 ACRE 
PAD SITE

J U S T  L I S T E D !

7574 WARNER AVENUE, 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA

THE REEF 
APARTMENTS 

$ 2 , 2 0 0 , 0 0 0
F O R  S A L E

1464 EL CAMINO REAL
BELMONT, CA 94002 

STAND ALONE 
RETAIL BUILDING

$2,9 85,000
FOR S ALE

1092 NIAGARA FALLS BLVD
TONAWANDA, NY 14150

GUITAR CENTER

$4,250,000
FOR S ALE

2158-2174 W APACHE BLVD
TEMPE, AZ 85281

REDEVELOPMENT / 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

$1 ,6 50,000
CLOS ED!

3601 REYNOLDA RD, 
WINSTON-SALEM, NC

FORMER RITE AID
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CARES Act / Cost Segregation
by: WARREN DAZZIO 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF CSSI

CARES Act Cash Flow for Building Owners

Amidst the vast hardships and unknowns of the
pandemic, a little known CARES Act provision
provides a potential huge cash flow windfall for
building owners. The CARES Act allows for some
building owners to receive a federal refund on their
individual tax return from a prior year’s paid taxes. This
increase in cash flow has been seldomly discussed and
has gotten lost in the hustle and bustle of the grab for
PPP loans.

The CARES Act allows for a five-year carryback of Net
Operating Losses (“NOL”) arising in 2018, 2019, and
2020. You can create an NOL on paper through several
tax strategies. An NOL is created at the business level
and flows from the business to the individual’s return. If
you have more losses than you have gains, the CARES
Act allows you to go back five years and apply those
losses to income from a previous year. The result is a
refund in the current tax cycle.

Many people who are familiar with Cost Segregation
are about to experience an “aha” moment. Prior to the
CARES Act a Cost Segregation Study created a loss
that had to be rolled forward to a future year. A Cost
Segregation Study now allows certain individuals and
entities to create an NOL and obtain a refund based on
the new CARES Act rules.

What is a Cost Segregation Study? An engineering-
based cost segregation study is the method of
breaking a building out into various parts and
accelerating the depreciation of those parts into
shorter tax lives (most commonly 5, 7, 15, and 15-year
Qualified Improvement Property (“QIP”).

SPOTLIGHT      
ON:

This creates a larger amount of depreciation that
offsets business revenue. The result is reduced income
taxes for the building owner and now the CARES Act
also adds the option of a refund. Items like specialty
flooring, specialty wiring, security systems, specialty
lighting, landscaping and paving are all items that can
be accelerated. Older buildings, new construction and
new acquisitions all qualify. The best part is that you
do not have to amend any returns even for older
buildings in order to capture this incredible benefit.

Active and passive income rules apply. Check with
your tax professional to see how you can benefit.

Having a Cost Segregation Study is not a complicated
process. Your tax professional may or may not be
familiar with the process. If they seem unfamiliar with
it, cut them some slack. They have a ton of tax law to
learn.

Send us a depreciation schedule, the property address,
and a short description of the property, and we will run
a no-cost analysis to see if you qualify for any or all of
these benefits. We would also be happy to have a
conversation with you to talk through any questions
you might have. Give us a call. Worst case, we can
reduce your taxes. Best case, we may be able to help
you get a refund.

Warren Dazzio serves as Executive Vice President of CSSI -

Cost Segregation Services, Inc. CSSI is the premier 

engineering-based consulting firm specializing in the tax law 

surrounding commercial buildings.   This includes the Repair 

Regulations, The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Cost Segregation, 

and R & D Studies.  Warren brings ethics and integrity into 

every aspect of his life and work and has extensive 

knowledge of operations, sales and business development in 

various industries.   Contact Warren directly for a no-cost 

analysis!  225.241.9823 / dazziow@costsegserve.com or visit 

WD.CSSISTUDY.com. 
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Due to the overwhelming input from a
number of our readers, we will be adding a
new column beginning with our
January/February issue called “Ask An
Expert”. This is where you will be able to send
us your Commercial Real Estate questions or
concerns, regarding just about any topic
including tax issues, 1031 exchanges,
financing, LLC’s, due diligence, PSA’s and
LOI’s, title & escrow, and so on, and we will
pose your question or concern to a subject
matter expert (“SME”) for their advice,
response or input. Just send your questions
to info@sperrynews.com and we will do our
best to email you back with an answer as
soon as we have it (along with the
appropriate disclaimer of course). As we
would also like to feature your question and
the SME’s response in our next issue, please
be sure to let us know if you are OK with us
using your initials and city/state in our
column.

We look forward to serving you to the best of
our ability in 2021!
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INTRODUCING 
“ASK AN EXPERT”
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